
A FEAST OF MEDITERRANEAN SEAFOOD AT
MEDICI KITCHEN & BAR

From the 15th January to 28th February 2018, chefs at Medici Kitchen & Bar invite you to indulge in
a fabulous selection of fresh imported Mediterranean seafood.

Diners at the multi-award-winning restaurant can enjoy an array of mouthwatering Italian cuisine
expertly prepared using a fresh catch of high quality seafood. The special menu includes exquisite
dishes such as smoked tuna and swordfish carpaccio with rocket, orange dressing and crunchy
almonds, and deep fried crumbed anchovies with dipping sauces.

Inspired by a wide variety of seafood and traditional Italian recipes, the menu also includes
Mediterranean red prawn carpaccio with celery granite with a cold tagliatelle nest and a citrus
sauce, and scallop gratin with garlic sauce. There is also linguine with black mussels and highly
prized bottarga fish eggs, and a creamy seafood risotto with sea asparagus. Lovers of Mediterranean
fish can enjoy melt-in-the-mouth sea bream fillet crusted with zucchini and accompanied by creamed
corn and cauliflower, and pancetta wrapped snow fish fillet with pancetta, sage and a tomato
infusion.

A highlight of the Mediterranean seafood menu is the misto griglia platter. Perfect for sharing with
friends, the generous platter includes scallops, prawns, langoustine, sea bream, lobster, anchovies,
black mussels and baby octopus.

With dishes starting from just THB 530++, the Mediterranean seafood promotion at Medici Kitchen
& Bar is outstanding value for money.

Get together with friends and family for a feast of fresh Mediterranean seafood at Medici Kitchen &
Bar.

The winner of the Thailand Tatler “Best Bangkok Restaurant Award” for two consecutive years,
Medici Kitchen & Bar serves authentic Tuscan cuisine in a visually stunning and atmospheric
setting.

The Mediterranean seafood menu is available at Medici Kitchen & Bar from the 15th January to 28th
February 2018.
Medici Kitchen & Bar is open for lunch from noon – 2.30 p.m. and dinner from 6.00 p.m. – 11.00 p.m.

For reservations or more information, please call 02 630 4000.

About Hotel Muse Bangkok

The award winning Hotel Muse Bangkok is a member of the MGallery by Accor, a collection of
exceptional hotels noted for remarkable vision, design, history and location. This exquisitely crafted
boutique Bangkok hotel allows discerning guests to immerse themselves in turn-of-the century
grandeur with whimsical contemporary twist. Hotel Muse Bangkok offered 174 luxurious
guestrooms and suites where interior blend classic European style with a touch of Asia. Guests can
enjoy gourmet breakfast and afternoon tea at Le Salon .Authentic Italian cuisine at Medici Kitchen &
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Bar, sky-high and fine wines at The Speakeasy Rooftop Bar, and succulent imported steaks at
Babette’s – The Steakhouse Bangkok.
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